2nd prize, Topic 1 Open Category

Point in Time
Shubin+Tan Landscape Architecture, in collaboration with:
Yifei Zhang
Poornima Bargotra
Zhong Yixin
Pang Yu Rong
Ruiee Dhuri
Participants’ Write Up:
"Point in Time" draws on the historical, geographical and social heritage of Changi to provide
climate, cultural and ecological resiliency for Changi Point.
The concept of connectivity through time and space alludes to Changi Point being at the
intersection of a rich cultural past, a peaceful present and a future full of potential. The proposal
is a series of three interconnected narratives and trails: one for the past, one for the present and
one for the future. The pre-development swamp and mangrove habitats are restored, the
colonial military settlement buildings are proposed as an active-ageing estate, a native coastal
plant wellness centre promotes individual wellness while a team-building campus promotes
community engagement.
Along the coast, a series of coastal protection measures are proposed to address climate change
while complementing recreational activities such as sustainable seafood foraging in tidal pools
and swimming in an ocean pool. The narrative comes full circle as the restored swamp and
mangrove are designed as habitats for fireflies to inhabit Changi's Fairy Point and for the mythical
tigers to roam Changi once more.
The proposal is for international visitors looking for a taste of Changi's robust culture, as well as
for residents ready to rediscover tropical life in Singapore.
Jury Citation:
The jury singled out this scheme for its distinctive and detailed ideas that included strong placemaking and programmatic proposals. Most notable were its efforts to relate visitors to the past,
present and future of the site, as well as improve access to the coast. While the jury praised the
boldness of the ideas, there were some reservations on the appropriateness of the tiger
conservatory and colonial museum.

